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Retinal and cerebrospinal/fluid/markers/of/neurodegeneration/
and/inflammationin/clinically/isolated/syndromes

The present study demonstrates that, even in early MS and in eyes never affected by optic neuritis, inner retinal thickness (pRNFL or mGCIPL) is associated with the accumulation of
damage within CNS revealed by visual pathway damage (VEP score and visual acuity), spinal cord damage (MEPKSSEP and EDSS), and brain lesion load. Therefore, inner retina
reflects parallel processes occurring both in the optic pathways and global neuroaxonal loss and should be considered as an indicator of previous structural damage accumulation.
Retinal INL thickening is not associated with clinical or instrumental indicators of structural damage in this cohort of early MS without previous ON but it reflects the antiKinflammatory
activity following MS relapses. The present findings support its role as a marker of concurrent immunological activation.
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Neuroretinal&changes&measured&with&optical&coherence&tomography&(OCT)&can&be&detected&in&clinically&isolated&syndromes&(CIS)&suggestive&of&multiple&sclerosis&(MS)&

[Oberwahrenbrock,&2013U&MartinezKLapiscina,&2016].&Thinning&of&retinal&nerve&fibre&layer&(RNFL)&and&ganglion&cell/inner&plexiform&layer&(GCIPL)&reflects&neurodegenerative&processes,&

while&inner&nuclear&layer&(INL)&has&been&proposed&as&a&marker&of&inflammation&[Balk,&2017U&Knier,&2016].&We&aimed&at&investigating&the&relationship&between&OCT&measures&and&other&

markers,&e.g.&cerebrospinal&fluid&(CSF)&oligoclonal&bands,&microvesicles&count&(MVs/uL),&cytokines&and&multimodal&evoked&potentials&(mEPs)&in&CIS.

We enrolled 111 consecutive patients hospitalized for a first neurological episode suggestive of MS (65% diagnosed with MS according to McDonald 2010 criteria).
Patients underwent contrastKenhanced 1.5 Tesla brain MRI, EDSS, high and lowKcontrast visual acuityKVA (1,25% and 2,5%), mEPs (MEP, SEP, VEP) with score calculation [Leocani et
al 2006], OCT with peripapillary RNFL and macular GCIPL and INL segmentation. All patients had CSF sampling with oligoclonal bands (OCB) and microvesicles count (MVs/uL) and, in
a subgroup (N=91), cytokine and chemokine dosage was obtained (IL1b, IL2, IL4, IL5, IL6, IL7, IL8, IL10, IL12, IL13, IL17, IFNg, TNFa, CCL4, CCL2, GMKCSF, GKCSF).
Patients presenting with acute optic neuritis (n= 34, 28%) were excluded from the analyses. Spearman’s rho was used to detect significant correlations with OCT variables (pRNFL,
mGCIPL, INL). Stepwise multivariate regression analysis with forward selection was used to define independent determinants of GCIPL and INL thickness.
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Peripapillary/RNFL/and/macular/GCIPL/thickness:

Macular/inner/nuclear/layer/thickness:

Both pRNFL and mGCIPL significantly correlated with measures of global (EDSS) and visual
(LCVA) disability. Inner retinal layers were correlated with disease duration, number of T2
brain MRI lesion and with multimodal evoked potentials score (multimodal EPs scoreU VEP
scoreU MEPKSSEP score). No correlation was instead found with CSF light chain
neurofilaments, oligoclonal bands, IgG Index or presence of gadolinium enhancing lesion at
brain MRI.

At multivariate regression analysis only disease duration, lesion load, EDSS and LCVA
significantly contributed to the model. We also added in the regression the
cytokines/chemokines that were associated with GCIPL and we found that CSF IFNKg was a
independent predictor of GCIPL thickness (higher IFNKg levels predicted thinner GCIPL).

Macular INL thickness was not correlated with any of the previously analyzed clinical,

neuroradiological or neurophysiological variables. We collected CSF samples of 91/111

subjects for cytokine, chemokine and growth factors dosage and microvesicles count (MVs).

INL thickness was directly correlated with the antiKinflammatory cytokines IL10, IL13, IL5 but

also with IL6, IL7, IL12, GM CSF, G CSF and MVs while the proKinflammatory IL1b, CCL2,

CCL4, IL 8 and IL 4 were inversely correlated with INL.

At multivariate regression analysis only IL10, IL7 and CCL4 significantly contributed to the

model. In particular, peripapillary RNFL and GCIPL did not significantly contributed to the

model.


